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� Summary

We propose to concentrate on investigations of technology in support of advanced scienti�c computation�
based on a higher�level view of the relationship of mathematical modeling to computation� This is based on
the following considerations�

�� Symbolic mathematical manipulation and computer algebra systems� These are tools and techniques
that support problem solving� code development� comprehension� debugging and partial evaluation
�the principle behind many optimization techniques	�


� Data modeling� in particular� the use of IEEE �oating�point number representations and operations�

�� Closed form or exact solutions� For some sub�problems of scienti�c interest� numerical solutions are
not the only paradigm� The availability of exact solutions� or symbolic�approximation solutions has
advanced along with computing technology too�

� The use of scripting languages� the linkage of high�performance library routines to graphical interfaces
for data analysis and model setup can be enhanced by symbolic support and high�level scripting
languages�

�� Extending the use of remote computation� We are now using standard network connections for the
acquisition of complex data �in this case� symbolic solution of de�nite integrals	�

� New Experiments

In this section we discuss a variety of topics of of current interest�

��� Mathematical Modeling and Symbolic Computing

The �by now	 traditional approach to mathematicalmodeling is to formulate �by hand� mathematicalmodels
whose consequences can be simulated by running computer programs� These programs are typically written
in Fortran� but are increasingly being written in C� C��� or other languages that have better tools for
abstraction and data structures�
In part� the computational approach we advocate involves the use of computers in that earlier �by

hand� stage of model formulation� using symbolic mathematics� The blossoming of this area via commercial
programs typi�ed by Mathematica and Maple� as well as some less widely used but still viable competitors
�Axiom� Macsyma� MuPAD	 might suggests that this approach is �a	 successful and �b	 needs no more
academic research�
Actually� the relatively higher level of activity �and funding	 in Europe has demonstrated that important

results remain to be found in advancement of algorithms and building systems� Work at RISC�Linz �Austria	�
ETH �Zurich	� CAN �Netherlands	� INRIA �France	 and the multi�national POSSO project are just a few
sample programs� Their activities overshadow the limited work in US universities� and point to the fact

�



that academic research and training of graduate students in the design� construction� and advanced use of
computer algebra systems is lagging in the USA�

Enough of politics� what should we be doing�

In the following sections we consider how one might advance the state of the art in computer algebra
systems such tools by �a	 support for modeling� as one area� computation in the complex plane� and �b	
support for code development� partial evaluation and optimization� We also describe how these systems can
be applied to improve the state of the art in scienti�c computation by assisting in designing and coding
critical procedures�
Here is an example of how we propose to improve the modeling capabilities of such systems by adding

to the unlying representation capability�

����� Singularities and Branch Cuts for Complex Functions

Computer algebra systems are rather weak in dealing with singularities� Asked what sin�x	�x is� when x � ��
most systems report a division by zero� Most systems can compute the limit as x approaches � correctly to
be �� but none apply this correction automatically� Continuing to compute automatically by observing that
there is a removable singularity at x � � is an interesting� and �as far as we can tell	 unimplemented idea
for computer algebra systems� We think that this may provide an interesting experiment in stepping toward
a more ambitious program of dealing more generally with singularities and branch cuts� It is unlikely to be
a panacea�
A collection of papers in the June� ���� SIGSAM Bulletin �no� ���	 including one by Richard Fate�

man� describes the trials and tribulations of such computing� and some papers attempt to provide remedies
through Corless�s winding number and Patton�s Unln function� Unfortunately these are attempt to pre�
scribe algebraic answers to topological questions� They in e�ect resolve only a ��rst level� of problem� how
to reasonably locate the branch cuts of speci�c elementary function inverses� They do not provide tools that
can be used on those occasions when other branch cuts might be better chosen� or the need to ascribe branch
cuts to functions more generally� As an example� they do not allow one to tell that

p
�� z

p
� � z�p�� z�

is zero but
p�� � z

p
� � z �p�� � z� is only zero some places�

We hope to explore this further� providing perhaps graphical and topological tools for improved human
understanding� and an improved notation for computer understanding�
In brief� the problem is this� many standard functions� such as the logarithm and square root functions�

cannot be de�ned continuously on the complex plane� When working with such functions� arbitrary lines
of discontinuity� or branch cuts� must be chosen� For example� the conventional branch cut for the complex
logarithm function lies along the negative real axis� so that log���	 � �i but when �� is small� real� and
positive� log���� ��i	 � ��i � �� for some small� complex ���
Most computer algebra systems provide little assistance in working with expressions involving functions

with complex branch cuts� Worse� by their ignorance of the existence of branch cuts� algebra systems
sometimes produce incorrect answers� With graduate student AdamDingle� we have demonstrated that� over
an interesting class of functions of a single complex variable� we can mechanically determine an expression�s
branch cuts� and we can continue to compute �for example� simplify	 such an expression with appropriate
attention to its branches� Even when an expression cannot be simpli�ed� its branch cuts may yield useful
geometric insights� The damage done to algebraic manipulation systems� reputations by their incorrect
implementation of arbr � �ab	r and its consequences� is not inevitable�
Adam Dingle�s masters� project� a summary of which appeared in ��� implements a simple portion of

our branch cut computation algorithm� The program can provide representations of results that are still
lacking in computer algebra system today� even though it would seem to be quite basic to many advanced
algorithms� Dingle�s work �incidentally� written using Mathematica� but not without considerable hacking	�
can solve many problems such as the following� which appear as exercises in a complex analysis text �� �page

� exercises ��a and ��b	






Discuss the branch�cut and Riemann�surface situation for each of the following functions�
p
� �

p
z

and ln�� �
p
z� � �	

The Cuts program works as follows �the somewhat obscure syntax is inherited from Mathematica	�

In����� Cuts�Sqrt�� � Sqrt����	�

Out���� 

Cut��Infinity� � Identity�� Sqrt�� � Sqrt����� 	 ��

In����� Cuts�Log�� � Sqrt���� � ���	�

�

Out���� 

Cut��Infinity� ��� �Sqrt���� 	 �� Log�� � Sqrt�� � �� �� 	 ��

�

� 
Cut��Infinity� ��� Sqrt���� 	 �� Log�� � Sqrt�� � �� �� 	 ��

The notation Sqrt�� � Sqrt����� is used to represent the function �z�
p
� �

p
z in Mathematica� The

� character constructs a function� the � character represents the argument of the function� The notation
�Cut�	Infinity
 �
 Identity�
 Sqrt�� 	 Sqrt����� � � represents the branch cut fxj�� � x �� �g�
with alternate branch function �z�

p
��p

z�
Our implementation will eliminate many instances of what we call �removable branch cuts�� where cuts

cancel� Consider this example�

In����� Cuts�Log�� � �� � Log�� � ��	�

Out���� 

Cut���� �� Identity�� � I Pi � Log��� � ��� � Log�� � ��� 	 ��

An example demonstrating the usefulness of conformal mapping is that of the well�known Joukowski
�airfoil�� Manipulations of this transform pose a puzzle to every existing computer algebra system� if
R�z	 � �z � ��z	�
 and S�w	 � w �

p
w � �

p
w � �� simplify S�R�z		� �Notice that S is a �weak inverse

function� for R as R�S�z		 � z for all z�	 Expansion of S�R�z		 yields

S�R�z		 �
z� � �


z
�

r
�z � �	�


z

r
�z � �	�

z

��	

�
z� � �


z
� �z � �	�z � �	

z
�
	

This last expression simpli�es by case analysis to z or ��z� We may conclude that S�R�z		 is equivalent
either to z or to ��z in each of its branches�
The algorithms we have devised can determine that the branch cut of the function S�R�z		 is the unit

circle �if an appropriate conformal�mapping rule is present	� The unit circle partitions the plane into two
regions� testing a point in each region reveals that S�R�z		 � z outside the circle and that S�R�z		 � ��z
inside the circle� No other existing system we are aware of can manage this� �In fact� we too are negligent�
we fail to resolve what is true about points on the circle�	
There is substantial additional work that can be done on this topic� In our current implementation we

do not distinguish between closed and open intervals� More careful attention to the endpoints of intervals
would allow us to represent and manipulate singularities� which we can consider to be degenerate branch
cuts�
Extensions to wider classes of functions� a more complete treatment of multiple values� and a larger

catalog of standard descriptions of cuts �conformal mapping rules	 will make this work more useful as a tool
for correct manipulation of complex�valued functions by computer systems as well as applications such as
the integral table results from TILU�
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����� Code Development

Can we build programs that are experts in writing code� Can we re�use expertise in formulating programs
from models� Certainly we can write programs that manipulate programs� in computer science� compilers
�and even debuggers� loaders� in a trivial way	 do this� But typically a compiler has only a limited model
of transformations that are legal on programs generally� and not the transformations that might be legal on
a particular program� it has very little mathematical semantic information at its disposal� and no physical
modeling information� What little expertise an optimizing compiler may have �e�g� regarding rearranging
expressions	 may in fact be incorrect in detail in the �oating�point arithmetic model� It depends on the
expertise of the programmer� and some luck� to avoid snares�
The notion of symbolicallymanipulating programs has a long history� In fact� the earliest uses of the term

�symbolic programming� referred to writing code in assembly language �instead of binary�	� We are used
to manipulation of programs by compilers� symbolic debuggers� and similar programs� Today some research
is centered on language�oriented editors and environments� These usually take the form of tools for human
manipulation of what appears to be a text form of the program� with some assistance in keeping track of
the details� by the computer� In fact� another model of the program is being maintained by the environment
to assist in debugging� incremental compiling� formatting� etc� In addition to compiling programs�there are
macro�expansion systems� and other tools like cross�referencing� pretty�printing� tracing etc� These common
tools represent a basis that most programmers expect from any decent programming environment�
By contrast with these mostly record�keeping tasks� we �nd computers can play a much more signi�cant

role in program manipulation� Often we see experimentation in program manipulation within the Lisp
programming language because the data representations and the program representations have been so
close��
For example� in his PhD dissertation� Warren Teitelman ��� at MIT in ���� described the use of an

interactive environment to assist in developing a high�level view of the programming task itself� His PILOT
system showed how the user could �advise� arbitrary programs�generally without knowing their internal
structure at all�to modify their behavior� The facility of catching and modifying the input or output �or
both	 of functions can be surprisingly powerful� Commercial Lisp systems provide an advising facility as a
matter of course�
By contrast� other classic early successes of symbol�manipulating systems aimed not for generality but

for speci�city� such systems solved particular classes of problems by joining together newly generated pieces
using templates� We can date some signi�cant e�orts back to at least the late ����s� with ambitious e�orts
using symbolic mathematics systems �e�g� M� Wirth�s PhD dissertation ��� who used Macsyma to automate
work in computational physics	�

Here we give some sample manipulations from our recent work�

Example� Preconditioning polynomials

A well�known yet useful example of program manipulation that most programmers learn early in their
education is the rearrangement of the evaluation of a polynomial to use �Horner�s rule�� It seems that
handling this with a program is like swatting a �y with a cannon� Nevertheless� even polynomial evaluation
has its subtleties� and we will start with a nearly real�life exercise related to this� Consider the Fortran
program segment from ���� �p� ���	 computing an approximation to a Bessel function�



DATA Q�
Q�
Q�
Q�
Q�
Q�
Q�
Q�
Q�����������D�
	��������D	�


� 	�������D	�
�������D	�
	��������D	�
��������D	�


� 	��������D	�
��������D	�
	�������D	��



BESSI���EXP�AX��SQRT�AX����Q��Y��Q��Y��Q��Y��Q��

�Common Lisp has actually moved away from this kind of dual representation� and now makes more use of the distinction
between a function and the list of symbols that in some data form describe it�





� Y��Q��Y��Q��Y��Q��Y��Q��Y�Q���������



Partly to show that Lisp� in spite of its parentheses� need not be ugly� and partly to aid in further
manipulation� we have rewritten this as Lisp� abstracting the polynomial evaluation operation� as�

�setf

bessi�

�� �� �exp ax� �sqrt ax��

�poly	eval y ����������d� 	��������d	� 	�������d	� �������d	�

	��������d	� ��������d	� 	��������d	� ��������d	�

	�������d	�����

And we now can reformulate this�by symbolic manipulation� into a pre�conditioned version of the above
�poly	eval �

�let� ��z �� �� �� x 	����������������d�� x� �����������������d���

�w �� �� �� x 	����������������d�� z� ����������������d����

�� �� �� x �� �� x �� �� w �� 	����������������d� w z��

����������������d���

��������������d���

	���������������d��

	���������d���

The advantage of this particular reformulated version� �which also can be translated back to Fortran	
is that it uses � multiplies and � adds while the original Fortran program uses � multiplies and � adds�
�Horner�s rule also uses � multiplies and � adds	�
Computing this new form required the accurate solution of a cubic equation� followed by some �macro�

expansion� all of which is accomplished at compile�time or earlier and stu�ed away in the mathematical
subroutine library� De�ning poly	eval to do �the right thing� �at compile time	 for any polynomial of any
degree n � � is not exactly trivial� but we suspect that it would be much harder in a purely numeric language
than in Lisp�
As long as we are working on polynomials� we should point out that a symbolic system can also in prin�

ciple� provide program statements �in Lisp or Fortran	 to insert into the program to compute the maximum
error in the evaluation at run�time� as a function of the machine�epsilon for the �oating�point type� and other
parameters� An assist in this kind of program�writing can be very important because the human modeler is
unlikely to spent the time to write this out�and in most cases would not even know how to do it correctly
and e ciently�
Even better we can imagine a situation in which the �program manipulation program� could provide an

error bound for evaluation of a polynomial BEFORE it is RUN� given a range of values for x �e�g� in this
Bessel function evaluation context we know that � � x � �����	 One can determine the maximum error in
the polynomial for any x that region� We could in principle extend this kind of reasoning to produce� in
this symbolic programming environment� a Bessel function evaluation routine with an a prior error bound�
a bound computed� in e�ect� by the �compiler��
This is the kind of practical expertise in a somewhat arcane subject �error analysis	 that should be

provided in a problem solving environment whose focus is writing the �best� �fastest� most accurate	 possible
numerical program for a task�
Before leaving this topic� we realize that on today�s computer architectures� it may very well be the case

that evaluation of polynomials can best be done by observing and optimizing for the pattern of access to
memory and registers� In this case the actual number of operations is less important� Yet in this case we
believe that�to the extent that a careful human program has access to such niceties�the automated code
generator can also utilize patterns and idioms that may be most e cient for evaluation�

Example� Generating perturbation expansions

�



A common task for some computational scientists is the generation �perhaps at considerable mental
expense	 of a formula to be inserted into a Fortran or other program� An example from celestial mechanics
�or equivalently� accelerator physics ���	 is the solution to the �Euler equation�

E � u� e sin�E	

which is solved iteratively to form an expansion in powers of the small quantity e� Let A� be �� Then
suppose E � u � Ak is the solution correct to order k in e� Then Ak�� � e sin�u � Ak	 where the right
hand side is expanded as a series in sinnu to order k� � in e� This is a natural operation� and takes only a
line or two of programming in a suitable computer algebra system �one that supports Poisson series	� The
Macsyma system computes A� �and incidentally� converts it into TEX for inclusion as a typeset formula	 in
this text as�

A� �
e� sin �u	

�
�
� e� sin ��u	

�
�

�
�
 e� �  e�� sin �
u	



�

�

 e� � e�� sinu




If you insist that it be expressed in Fortran� as any of several computer algebra systems o�ers� you get a
variety of more or less appropriate responses� One can coerce Mathematica to produce

FortranForm�

	 ��e�Sin�U� 	 �����e����Sin�U� � ���e����Sin���U� 	

	 ������������������e����Sin���U� � �����e����Sin���U� �

	 ������������������e����Sin���U�

There are better ways of computing the collection of sin�nu	 terms� but even an optimizing Fortran
compiler is not likely to notice what a symbolic math system might�
From the initial values s � sinu and c � cos u one can quickly compute s� � sin 
u � 
 � s � c� c� �

cos 
u � 
c� � �� s� � sin �u � s � �
c� � �	� s � sin u � 
s�c�� etc�

We have chosen this illustration because it shows that

�� Symbolic computing can be used to produce not only large expressions� but also relatively small ones�
By extension� of course� larger expressions can be subjected to similar manipulation� examples are
available in the CAS literature of large expressions�


� Some relatively small expressions may nevertheless be costly to compute� especially in inner loops�
There are tools to make this faster�

�� Having computed them symbolically� it is not a straight path to convert them to Fortran �etc�	� Notice
that Mathematica above had to determine how many ��s to put in ����������

� It would be nice �and in some cases possible	 to produce another expression for the error in the derived
approximation� This can be done for polynomial evaluation under a model of �oating point arithmetic�
as well as for the Euler equation using mathematical grounds� although we do not have room for details
here�

�� Having computed expressions symbolically� they can be routinely transferred into typeset form for
inclusion in papers� although the hand�massaging of the form may be painful in current systems�

We have occasionally encountered coding techniques using computer algebra that consists of dumping
hugely�long unexamined expressions into a program text� There is a danger that such unexamined expres�
sions su�er from instability� but sometimes their size alone causes problems� they may strain common�
subexpression elimination �optimizers� and!or sometimes exceed the input�bu�er sizes in one�s compiler�

Derivatives and the like
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The notion of computing a closed�form derivative expression may strike some readers as a trivial exercise
for a computer algebra system� Certainly most students who having taken a course in which they learn a
bit of Lisp� will think so� Unfortunately� the triviality of this is a misconception on several levels� A serious
CAS will have to deal with partial derivatives with respect to positional parameters �even the notation
is not standard in mathematics	� as well as simpli�cation� Even so� that still doesn�t address the quite
reasonable requirements of carrying through the concept of di�erentiation to a whole Fortran program or
other algorithmic expression of a multivariate computation� Especially if you do not wish to waste time�
the task is rather more di cult� A recent book edited by Griewank and Corliss ��
�� considers a wide
range of tools� from numerical di�erentiation� through pre�processing of languages to produce Fortran� to
new language designs entirely �for example� embodying Taylor�series representations of scalar values	� The
general goal of each approach is to ease the production of programs for computing and using accurate
derivatives �and matrix generalizations� Jacobians� Hessians� etc�	 rapidly� and the use of explicit symbolic
manipulation� though discussed� is not necessarily the central consideration in these programs�
To show why� consider how one mightwish to see a representation of the second derivative of exp�exp�exp�x			

with respect to x� The answer

ee
e
x

�e
x

�x

�
� � ex � ee

x

�x

�

is correct and could be printed in Fortran if necessary� In that case however� a more useful form would be
the mechanically produced program below�

t� �� x

t� �� exp�t��

t� �� exp�t��

t� �� exp�t��

d�t� �� �

d�t� �� t��d�t�

d�t� �� t��d�t�

d�t� �� t��d�t�

d�t� �� �

d�t� �� t��d�t� � d�t��d�t�

d�t� �� t��d�t� � d�t��d�t�

d�t� �� t��d�t� � d�t��d�t�

�by eliminating operations of adding � or multiplying by �� this could be made even smaller�	

What about integrals� then� Surely the closed form versions of integrals are valuable adjuncts to a
numerical program�entirely avoiding numerical quadrature programs� This is sometimes true� and CAS
can be very valuable for this capability� Yet we can argue the contrary� For a starter� the closed form may
be more painful to evaluate than the quadrature� Example�

f�x	 � ���� � z��	 whose integral is

F �z	 �
�

�


��X
k��

ck arctanh

�

ck

z � ��z

�
� sk arctan

�

sk

z � ��z
�

where ck �� cos��
k � �	���	 and sk �� sin��
k � �	���	� �
��
Other examples abound when the closed form� at least under usual numerical evaluation rules� is either

not stable for computing� or ine cient� Perhaps the most trivial example is
R
b

a
x��dx which most computer

algebra systems give as log b� log a� Even a moment�s thought suggests a better answer is log�b�a	� Or if we
are going to do this right� a numerically�preferable formula would be something like �if ��� � b�a � 
�� then

�




 arctanh��b � a	��b� a		 else log�b�a	�� �
��� Consider� in IEEE double precision� b � ���	 and a � b � ��
the �rst formula gives ���� � ������ the second gives the far more accurate ���� � ����	�
In each of these cases we do not mean to argue that the symbolic result is wrong� but only that the tools

being used may not be adequate by themselves to determine the appropriateness of the answer� Certainly
a slightly higher approach to some of these problems can be programmed in a CAS � one that might
deliberately choose numerical quadrature over symbolic integration� even though the latter is possible� And
returning log�b�a	 would not be di cult�

Other areas we have looked at tentatively include the use of asymptotic series� and other symbolic
approximative techniques in particular as solutions for di�erential equations� While these mathematical
techniques� applied �by hand�� tend to be more human�e�ort intensive and hence non�competitive with
numerical simulation� the development of automated tools may change this�

��� Closed Form Solutions� Exact or High�precision Computations

Of course there are also instances where a CAS can provide an outright closed form algebraic solution
to a problem� This can reveal some inner truth that is not easily spotted by evaluation� The locations of
singularities� the values of limits� the orders of growth� and similar more qualitative properties of expressions�
may all be available as the result of symbolic manipulation�
A particularly interesting kind of result is one in which numeric evaluation can never really assure you of

the correctness of your result� Say that you believe an expression f�x	 y	 z	 to be zero� but numerical evalua�
tion at various values of x� y� and z always gives you small but non�zero answers� Even if f is too complicated
to manipulate accurately by hand� symbolic manipulation may help� you may be able to use the computer
prove the expression is zero by exact rational evaluation� or expansion in series� or computing its derivative�
or simplifying it� There is a substantial literature on such testing� as well as tools based on interval arithmetic
�e�g� ����	� CAS provide an easy handle to go beyond ordinary �xed�precision �oating�point arithmetic
that may be inadequate for computation� CAS provide exact integer and rational evaluation of polyno�
mial and rational functions� This is an easy solution for some kinds of computations requiring occasionally
more assurance than possible with just approximate arithmetic� Arbitrarily high precision �oating�point is
another feature� useful not so much for routine calculations �since it too is slow	� but for the critical eval�
uation of key expressions� This can also involve non�rational functions� making it more versatile than the
exact arithmetic� The well�known constant exp��

p
���	 provides an example where cranking up precision

is useful� Evaluated to the relatively high precision of �� decimal digits� it looks like a �� digit integer�

�
����
������� Evaluated to �� digits it looks like 
�
����
��������������������
����
�� Other
kinds of non�conventional but still numeric �i�e� not symbolic	 arithmetic that are included in some CAS
include real�interval or complex interval arithmetic� We have experimented with a combined �oating�point
and �diagnostic� system which makes use of the otherwise unused fraction �elds of �oating�point exceptional
operands ��IEEE��� binary �oating "Not�A�Numbers	� This allows many computations to proceed to their
eventual termination� but with results that indicate considerable details on any problems encountered along
the way� The information stored in the fraction �eld of the NaN is actually an index into a table in which
rather detailed notes can be kept�
We do not see this as a substitute for the high�speed �oating�point computation usually needed for scien�

ti�c work� but as an adjunct� to test for benchmark values for computations� Distinguishing the consequences
of accumulated round�o� error from a physical simulation result can be di cult when you have exhausted
your �xed maximum double�precision format� and are still uncertain�

��� Semi�symbolic solutions of di�erential equations

There are a variety of areas of mixed algebraic and numeric techniques� We discuss one area of application
in this section�

�



There is a large literature on the solution of ordinary di�erential equations� Almost all of it concerns
numerical solutions� but there is a small corner of it devoted to solution by power series and analytic
continuation�
There is a detailed exposition by Henrici �
�� of the background including �applications� of analytic

continuation� In fact his results are somewhat theoretical� but they provide a rigorous if pessimistic founda�
tion� Some of the more immediate results seem quite pleasing� We suspect they are totally ignored by the
numerical computing establishment�
The basic idea is quite simple and elegant� and an excellent account may be found in a paper by Barton

et al �
�� In brief� if you have a system of di�erential equations fy�
i
�t	 � fi�t	 y�	 ���	 yn	g with fyi�t�	 � aig

proceed by expanding the functions fyig in Taylor series about t� by �nding all the relevant derivatives� The
technique� using suitable recurrences based on the di�erential equations� is straightforward� although can be
extremely tedious for a human� �The rather plodding program we gave for taking a second derivative above�
is of this nature�	 The resulting power series could be a solution� but its validity in some region depends
on that region being within the radius of convergence of the series� It is possible� however� to use analytic
continuation to step around singularities �located by various means� including perhaps symbolic methods	
by reexpanding the equations into series at time t � t� with values that are computing from the Taylor series
at t��
How good are these methods� It is hard to evaluate them against routines whose measure of goodness

is �number of function evaluations� because the Taylor series does not evaluate the function at all� To
quote from Barton �
�� ��The method of Taylor series� has been restricted and its numerical theory neglected
merely because adequate software in the form of automatic programs for the method has been nonexistent�
Because it has usually been formulated as an ad hoc procedure� it has generally been considered too di cult
to program� and for this reason has tended to be unpopular��
Are there other defects in this approach� It is possible that piecewise power series are inadequate to

represent solutions� Or is it mostly inertia �being tied to Fortran	�
Considering the fact that this method requires ONLY the de�ning system as input �symbolically�	 this

would seem to be an excellent characteristic for a problem solving environment� Although Barton concludes
that �In comparison with fourth�order predictor�corrector and Runge�Kutta methods� the Taylor series
method can achieve an appreciable savings in computing time� often by a factor of �����
It would seem that in this age of parallel numerical computing� the solution of numerical ODEs could

be re�examined� The conventional step�at�a�time solution methods have an inherently sequential aspect to
them� Taylor series methods provide the prospect of taking much larger steps� and perhaps much smarter
steps as well� High�speed and even parallel computation of functions represented by Taylor series is perhaps
worth considering�

��� Finite element analysis� and similar environments

Formula generation needed to automate the use of �nite element analysis code has been a target for several
packages using symbolic mathematics �see Wang �
� for example	� It is notable that even though some of the
manipulations would seem to be routine�di�erentiation and integration�there are nevertheless subtleties
that make naive versions of algorithms inadequate to solve large problems� Precisely which integrations
can and should be done by a computer algebra system� and in what form �symbolically or numerically	� is
not obvious at the outset� Furthermore the algebraically �correct� form may nevertheless be inadequate for
numerical computation�ine cient re�computation of common subexpressions being one obvious problem�
numerical stability being another� And �nally� it is reasonable to expect that engineers or other users
would appreciate a well�designed system that does not require specialized computer�system knowledge that
is irrelevant to the problem at hand�
Finite element code is but one example of an area where symbolic manipulation seems plausible as an

adjunct to numerical code generation� Other systems �e�g� ���	 aimed at other application techniques or
even speci�c problems are under investigation� and there is a substantial literature developing here�

�



��	 Data Modeling and IEEE 
oating�point number representations

An idea that has emerged from discussion with earth�science numerical simulation consumers has been the
idea that keeping track of program exceptional data could be of enormous value in debugging program� and
in debugging data�
Consider the prospect of running conventional programs # unaltered # but in a software environment that

supported more fully the hardware capabilities of the �oating point numbers �IEEE exceptional operands	�
So�called �retrospective diagnostics� can provide encodings in the results of numerical runs that fail� The
errors can be of the form� �Z��	 is an error datum caused by the use of uninitialized data in program XXX�
line YYY using input A����	�� Similar messages can encode exceptions like division by zero� The notion of
retrospective diagnostics approaches in some respects the impossible dream of �running programs backwards
to the source of the error��
We have written prototype programs to support use of such encodings for Sun SPARC computers using

Common Lisp� A serious implementation would not� however� depend intimately on the hardware or the
software particulars� except to the point of requiring IEEE standard hardware and some software support
for IEEE NotANumbers in the languages�
We believe these techniques can be especially useful in �marking� data�perhaps data that is especially

uncertain�and seeing how it is handled arithmetically� It is perhaps not widely known that in the IEEE
standard you have 
	� or so di�erent Not�a�Numbers� These can easily encode �say	 program�counter in�
formation� or a pointer into a table� IEEE hardware requires that any arithmetic operation that combines
a NaN with a regular number results in the NaN� Except for our own �as yet unpublished	 software� and
designs suggested by our colleague W� Kahan� the principal designer of the IEEE standard� we know of no
software or language designs making signi�cant use of this facility� unfortunately� some new language designs
may even exclude use of this facility �e�g� Java	�

��� Scripting Languages

Using an interactive interpreter�based language to guide the connection of �Fortran or C	 programs� seems
plausible as a way to experiment with prototype designs� user�interfaces� and other matters without com�
mitting to a major project� UNIX workstation programming has evolved in an unfortunate direction� The
philosophy of pipe�lined workers written in mini�languages makes more sense in a small�memory system in
a well�controlled sequential environment� such as was common in the early UNIX time�shared systems� It is
appalling that one sees in C� C��� Perl� the repeated reprogramming of common interfaces that are missing
from the language� Typically the repeated poor implementations do not include su cient error detection
and recovery to provide con�dence in the package�
We have been experimenting with Common Lisp �
�� as a language that provides enormous �perhaps too

much	 support for the many ancillary tasks for computing�including nearly every feature of sequential and
parallel programming languages today�in scienti�c programming tasks as well� We have found in the past
few months� working on new Intel Windows NT machines� that code written in Lisp� with the exception of
those rare explicitly hardware�dependent pieces� can be run without change� and often at higher speed� than
on UNIX systems of earlier vintage� The system we have running now comes with a rather complete and
simple�to�use interactive socket�based communication package� We are� for example� communicating from
lisp to WWW browsers� data�base systems� and �for speed� via direct calls	 to the Windows API� scienti�c
subroutines �coded in C	� a solid�modeling facility� and extensive pro�ling and debugging tools�
We propose to continue and renew our e�ort to provide a well�de�ned and standard interactive interface

to numerical and library code� As an example of the code that has been produced� we have been able to
�write� fortran code for optimization �derivatives� etc�	 and for �nite�element cells� compile this code� and
then invoke it �untouched by humans�� This work at Berkeley dates back to before Douglas Lanam�s ����
���� MS project� earlier signi�cant work includes the previously mentioned work by Wirth ����
A stream of similar programs has emerged as a major thrust in symbolic system applications �
�� We

do not yet see it emerging in the larger numerical simulation community� In the future� the critical feature

��



may be the ability to keep track of more a more complex computational plan in numerical simulation� but
with less direct human attention taken in programming�

��� Remote Computation and Collaboration Integral Table Lookup

We have previously reported on TILU� a table�lookup program for integration� We have hooked this program
up to a web page� and to date several thousand web queries have been handled by this prototype TILU server�
It is natural to wonder if this is necessary�Don�t computer algebra systems do this� We are grateful

for some testing information from Paul Zimmerman�� �INRIA� Lorraine	 who started with our sample of

�� arti�cially generated TILU inputs �generated by substitutions into our current table contents	� and
used some ���
 of them as testing inputs to various systems� The solution rates ranged from ��$ to ��$�
and times from ���ms to ����ms average on di�erent systems� �By comparison� our average time is ��� ms�
and our maximum time is about 
� ms�	 It is interesting that some ��$ of the �mostly basic	 formulas
represented in our table stumped Maple V� and Mathematica 
�
��� We must emphasize that our table to
date has very few esoteric formulas�
Zimmermann used our test suite to re�ne the MuPAD integrator so that it could do nearly all of the

problems� but to do so� more than half are done by lookup rather than algorithms�
Tra c statistics and queries show there are many areas open for further development� Here are a few we

are prepared to explore� and these are suggested in a separate proposal to NSF� Here�s only one item�

����� More entries in the tables

We have about ���� entries in our table� mostly inserted from the relatively small CRC table of integrals
obtained in machine�readable form and parsed into our internal representation� We added some additional
formulas for experiments� �These come from two areas� problems whose integrands involve Bessel functions
and whose results are probably not amenable to solution by current algorithms� and problems with elliptic
function solutions requiring certain careful simpli�cation not likely to be available yet in computer algebra
system algorithms�	
We discuss in other contexts the automatic reading of published integral tables� but there are other ways

of generating entries� These include the use of computer algebra algorithms in ways that are not productive
in the normal query�response mode� That is� we can generate classes of formulas� not necessarily in response
to a particular question� An idea previously used by some systems is to generate �new�results by taking
existing integrals and di�erentiating with respect to a parameter� An idea which we have not seen previously
used is to take a product inside an integral and use Laplace and inverse Laplace transforms of the terms to
generate another formula� That is�

Z
�

�

f�x	g�x	dx �

Z
�

�

L�f�x	� s	L���g�x	� s	ds

where L and L�� denote the Laplace and inverse Laplace transform� respectively� As a simple application�
Z
�

�

sinx � �
x
dx �

Z
�

�

�

s� � �
� � ds

Other transforms with symmetric kernels could be used �e�g� Fourier� perhaps Hankel	� although conditions
of validity must be checked�
Another method standardly used is expansion of generating functions� which we have begun investigating�

Because we can generate these forms at our leisure and insert them into the table for very fast lookup� there
is a substantial potential for saving time if the formulas are ever used�
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����� Other forms� especially ODEs

Summation� simpli�cation� integral transforms� and other symbolic table entries are plausible targets for
lookup� In this section we discuss only our beginning work on quick lookup of solutions of ordinary di�erential
equations�
In fact� we are torn between classi�cation and solution techniques that require� in some cases� substan�

tial computation� and a technique that accesses stored solutions� Our server relies on the fact that the
time for lookup is not very heavily dependent on the size of the lookup table� so ODEs may be stored in
several di�erent transformed forms to see if one matches� This approach requires encoding material such
as Zwillinger�s Handbook ���� Polyanin�s Handbook ��� or Kamke�s Di�erential�Gleichgungen ���� in TILU�
compatible electronic form� This� in turn� involves addressing some ticklish engineering issues of encoding
and allowed transformations� We expect that we will have to augment the relatively uniform lookup method
that has already been re�ned and tested for integrands� If the table fails to solve the problem� it is plausible
to attempt a variety of solution methods� including heuristics and algorithms� It appears that the state of
the art in ODE solving by computer and even by humans is still mixed� while some solutions are easily
found� others are found almost by chance�
In such a circumstance� a shared client!server approach is plausible� and we may use a CAS framework

for the canonical transformations� and TILU for lookup�
As an example of the value of this approach� we considered some ��� �rst�order ODES extracted from

Kamke����� and provided to us in REDUCE syntax� by Alain Mossiaux� tested them in Mathematica 
�
� ����
Macsyma 
 and MuPad �via Paul Zimmermann�	 Using Kamke as a benchmark is something of a tradition
in computer algebra� Peter Schmidt ���� used it in ����� where he claimed a solution rate of ��$ on Kamke�s
�rst order equations� although it appears that Schmidt counted as a solution results in terms of unresolved
integrals� His program �entirely written in PL!I	 has not been maintained� although some of his methods
were adopted in Macsyma� and probably other systems�
Even excluding these cases that reveal bugs in these various systems� and excusing some failures as really

failures of the system to solve generated implicit equations� the di�erential equations that are solved can
easily take tens of seconds or minutes� Furthermore� some of the answers are quite large� and sometimes
unnecessarily so�

We anticipate that our lookup program would solve these and similar �though admittedly cookbook� prob�
lems in very short times �say �� ms� and	 of course	 would provide the answers in text�book form
 In
addition to the quick times� the compact results generally bene�t any attempt to actually use the answers�
We anticipate that the hierarchical search ODE program �we are calling it ANODE	 will generally provide
appropriate conditions on the answers� maintaining some hope that invalid regions will be tagged in further
computations�
On the other hand� ANODE can still fail to �nd solutions from user input for several reasons�

� The user can pose equations di�ering in form yet equivalent to those stored in the table� Since we use
weak methods �for example� we do not even compute polynomial greatest common divisors	 we may
fail to match a form that is only modestly di�erent from ours� Clearly a combination of approaches
would push us further in solving this class of problems� If we combine approaches� we would have to
abandon our goal of solving each problem in ���
�ms�

� The problem posed may be more general than the speci�c examples stored in the table� For example
the problem can be linear and inhomogeneous� We think it might be possible� however� to use table
lookup to �nd the Green�s function for the homogeneous equation� Maintaining our low�cost criterion�
we may still be able to multiply the answer by the inhomogeneous term and express the answer in
quadratures� and perhaps even solve that further with TILU�

� The solution is not previously known� although algorithmically obtainable�
�email� ��������

�




� The solution is not tabulated� cannot be found with current algorithms� and!or simply does not exist
in terms of known functions and!or quadratures� Or perhaps one can show that no solution exists at
all�

We are looking at algorithmic approaches for backup� One could be a version of Bronstein�s system
mentioned previously� this would provide a decision procedure for the solution of linear di�erential equations�
His system could be brought up locally or as another process� executed remotely� It may in turn may use
TILU for resolving integrals� We are also looking at other parts of the EU�funded CATHODE project� newly
funded for phase II� In particular we are engaged in discussions with Dr� Fritz Schwarz of the GMD �St�
Augustin� Germany	 whose work on Janet Bases and symmetries of ODEs may provide insight into problems
not easily looked up�� See also related work� also at GMD� and also in Lisp��
Finally� with regard to lookup� it is possible� by analogy with the integration program� to generate

additional ODEs to which we have solutions� by transformations of existing ODEs� We suspect that some
of the cataloged ODEs already fall into this kind of expansion program�
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